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Here is the story of webtures.
It started with a 30m2 office and

7000tl budget.

Uzmanından SEO book (Seo from expert)
The book went on sale in March 2011 and reached 
58.000 sales units.

Sorularla SEO book (SEO with questions)
The book was published and broke sales records. 
Even sales reached the 24th edition.

Digital Angel Investing
We created a new angel investing model for all 
entrepreneurs.

Webtures Office 1
The first office was established on 11.10.2011 in a 

30m2 office.Only 4 people havejoined the team in 4 

Webtures Global
Webtures' vision was to expand internationally with 

its projects, so they decided to open their first branch 
office in London to meet the growing demand. Thus, 

the R&D studies were accelerated.

Webtures
In 7.5 years, we have helped over 4,000 sites 

earn millions of TL through SEO and strategic 
digital marketing.

WELCOMEAboard



Valuable opinions, disruptive ideas and innovative ideas are always very important at
Webtures. That's why good ideas are more powerful than title and experience.

We act with the awareness that maximizing the benefit. With our offer it is possible by
contributing to the work of all our teammates who serve this purpose as well as our own 
work.

We are fed by the synergy of trust, transparency and the combination of our differences, and 
we see happy and motivated work as our main principle for a sustainable success.

We’re proud of the company that we established with all our teammates before you, and we 
are excited for all the beauties and successes that we will continue to build with you. 

We are always ready to listen to you to build a better Webtures with your opinions, thoughts 
and suggestions!

O rganizational Culture is the company’s greatest legacy.  It ensures the progress 
at all levels of the company with equal purpose and motivation. Become more 
motivated by the team spirit culture of Webtures, and our vision and innovative 
approach is always to take this culture one step further.

LETTER FROMExecutive



 ebtures is an agency that makes good companies more visible and acts with the mission of brin-
ging good and quality people together. While this approach created a selective customer profile, 
it enabled us to develop a business model that will contribute to a multifaceted development that 
requires us to touch our customers' online as well as offline user experiences.

WHAT IS WEBTURES

W
Vision ?

The Webtures brand, which is a combination of the words Web Ventures, formed the basis of our dream, the Digital 
Angel Investment program, which was established to make maximum contribution to the entrepreneurship
ecosystem.

Our mission, which aims to bring a different perspective to the business world, has led to the birth of the Webtures 
Culture, so that every institution can adapt to the leader-team-friend mentality, leaving the boss-worker
understanding. 

Our mission, which aims to bring a different perspective to the business world, has led to the birth of the Webtures 
Culture, so that every institution can adapt to the leader-team-friend mentality, leaving the boss-worker understan-
ding.

Emphasizing the importance of in-house entrepreneurship as well as independent business models, it has helped us 
realize the motivational Girişimci Kafası project, which we tried to achieve by embracing the most important law of 
"self development", and has succeeded in being a great source of inspiration by touching 5 million people a week.

Our enthusiasm, which we aim to contribute to the development of the sector with the SEO Instructor project, has 
perpetuated our desire to contribute to education in every aspect with regular events in order to increase the sales 
success of 68,000 units, which reached the peak by publishing ‘’Uzmanından SEO’’ and ‘’Sorularla SEO’’ books, and 
on the other side, to strengthen one to one contact with the sector. 

In order to accelerate the growth of startups, our company management provides voluntary mentoring in many 
acceleration programs and incubation centers, and with our startup support programs, we will also provide free 
basic SEO services to startups.



Customer Satisfaction

The satisfaction of our customers is our priority. 
Beyond the expertise that we can offer them, we 
aim to satisfy our customers by providing them 

with efficient solutions and developing a
privileged relationship with them. We also work 

hard to make our customers' requirements
flawless.

Efficient Organization

We apply the way approach every situation, 
ethics and honesty with absolute respect for each 

participant in order to offer our clients the best 
return on investment with pragmatism and 

efficiency.

Teamwork

We are convinced that we can reach the stars 
together and give the best services! The team 
spirit, beliefs, and cooperation between us are 

what create our strength.

Excellence

Our technical knowledge allows us to continually 
upgrade our skills and our perfect work mindset 

is the mirror of our excellence. While no one 
claims to be perfect, we strive to work as close to 

perfection as possible.

WHİCH VALUES DOES WEBTURES

Care About
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Accounting and Finance Management

 Leaves and Salary Processes Monitoring

Monitoring and Detection of In-Company Deficiencies

Managing Company Legal Processes

Making Purchases

Following and Calling Customers' Payments

Development of All Business Processes

Nature and Management of Software Studies

Pricing of Software Processes

Monitoring Performing Internal SEO Studies

Realization of Purchases Internal Panel Studies Process

Installation of Google Ads Campaigns

Optimization and Reporting

Installation of Social Media Campaigns

Developing Advertising Strategy for Digital Platforms

Participation in In-Office/Out-of-Office Meetings

In-Office SEO Trainings

Customer Follow-up of SEO Experts

On-Site SEO Arrangements

When It's Necessary to Follow and Manage SEO Customers

Performing Off-Site SEO Studies

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT

SEO DEPARTMENT

SEM DEPARTMENT

Departmanlar



GRAPHIC DESIGN DEPARTMENT

Preparation of Corporate Design Studies

Preparation of Design Studies for Clients

Preparation of Design Studies for Webtures
Affiliated Brands

SOCIAL MEDIA DEPARTMENT

Management of In-Company Social
Media Accounts

Planning and Sharing Content on
Social Media Platforms

Making and Editing Video

Photo Shooting and Editing in the Office

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

Job Analysis

Personnel Recruitment,  Selection and Placement

Personnel Training and Development

Performance Management

Job Evaluation

SALES MARKETING DEPARTMENT

Detailing of In-Office Deficiencies Tracking

Participation in In-Office Meetings

Delivery and Follow-up of Proposals to Customers

Detailing of Technical Studies to Customers at the
Proposal Stage

Cargo Shipping and Tracking

Creating a Meeting Plan

Departmanlar



The hardest thing in the world is to change 
the existing order.  When a new manager, or 
a new employee in any position starts their 
first job, they want to make changes to more 
efficient work in the light of their own expe-

rience and knowledge. 

If it cannot achieve this in the first 1-2 
months, it starts to adapt to the order, that 

is, the existing system includes it.

The best way to avoid business blindness is 
to prioritize the opinions and suggestions of 

new employees.

“



WEBTURES

Office Mood



?- By constantly improving yourself.

- Learning and correcting your mistakes.

- Knowing that you can learn something from everyone by being open to criticism.

- Embracing the company and thinking about everything that will benefit the company.

- Taking responsibility instead of waiting for a task.

- By taking responsibility and discovering everything that can be improved.

- By providing maximum benefit in the triangle of customer, teammate and company.

- Not repeating the same mistakes.

- Knowing that changing the world starts with changing yourself.

Being from Webtures means;  tp take ownership, to be self
sacrificing, to be responsible and to strive for the better! 

Being in Webtures means;  It means that you are definitely getting 
the reward for all the good steps you take!

THE SECRET OF BEİNG İN WEBTURES FAMİLY FOR

Long Years



Lungo

Americano Cappuccino

La�e

KAHVEcoffeeBreak



WEBTURES

Cu�ure
Company Culture is the only power that enables the company to survive for centuries with the same 

quality, even if the founder is not alive.

To all our employees private health insurance is provided.

The one who lost the fussball
match pays for the entire
team.
EVEN IF IT SOUNDS PAINFUL, HE IS THE ONE WHO LOST :)

Employees with a birthday to
share that day with their loved
ones is considered on leave.

No one is forced to do a task.
First, the job description is provided,then appropriate
candidates are determined. As the final step they are
assessed and the decision is made.

On the first day
of work, the
insurance
starts without
exception.

If the payday is
on the weekends,
the salaries are paid on 
Friday, not on Monday.

The bills of the 
suppliers and,
intermediates are 
paid ob the same 
day.

No working on
Saturdays and
national holidays.

₺



The transportation costs of
the Applicants coming from inside or outside
the city are met.

Our weekly working hours
are below the legal 45 hours.

There is no advance limit.
The company
can lend money to
its employee at up to
4 times his salary.

If an employee bakes a cake
and share the picture of it
on social media,
he is required to bake one for 
the team.

There is an
open buffet
breakfast
organized every
Monday morning.

After being employed by the 
company employees who 
learn an extra language gets 
a 400TRY pay rise.

It is not
compulsory
to use break time
to rest and sleep

We never teach
how to play
table tennis to
the newcomers.
we only beat them :)

The whole team
is open to sharing
their knowledge
and experience.

The company allows the
experts to carry out
presentation, training and
conference activities.

If the team goes
somewhere to eat
the bill is covered
by the company.



Managers 
cannot contact 
with
employees 
about business 
matters
outside of the 
work hours.

Who have completed 5 
years in the company,
they have an additional 2 
weeks o� so they can spend 
more time on themselves.

Who volunteer at any 
Non-Governmental 
Organization have 5 
days of leave a year
in order to carry out 
their volunteering 
activities.

Our pregnant teammates
can take 1 day off every 
month for a monthly
routine birth control
examination.

Our teammates with children
are allowed to share their excitement and 
support their children on the first day of 
school and report cards.

We provide a 
Macbook Pro 

to every 
Female teammates can use
Menstrual Leave 12 days a year.



FIRST DAY IN

Webtures
Preparing your

webtures uniform

Preparation of
entrance card

Delivery of documents
to accounting

Informing all
departments

Determination of the
transportation route to

the Office

Your business card
will be ready
in 1-2 days



Entertainment

Joyful Minutes to Think Differently We spend fun times with various activities within the company 
and get away from the stress of the work environment as much as possible.  Thus, feeling
refreshed after the breaks, we start the work with a renewed concentration.  We owe solid 

brainstorming and creative ideas mostly to the comfort these fun activities provide.



A Strong Head Is in a Strong Body.
We believe that sports ensure the team to be harmonious and have a full team spirit, and incre-
ase the team's healthy thinking and motivation.  For this reason, Webtures jersey is ready for the 

regular sports activities we organize!

WEBTURESYour jersey is ready



Foosball treats everyone on the entire team that lost the bet in Foosball. 
We know it stands ruthless but if he/she hadn't lost.  :)

Opposing team's goal

Defending Area
(2 and Single Bar)Your Midfielders

(5 bar) Own
Goal

Forwards
(3 bar)

Foosball



Thousands of people can apply if I post a job
posting where I will be paid for

not doing any work. 

However, after 5 years, all his talents
become zero.



TO SIGN SUCCESSFUL WORK TOGETHERWe are ready!




